
Valley Hope Solutions has been providing billing and administrative services for behavioral health

issues for more than 50 years, we are even more focused today on keeping our stakeholders

informed of leading stories and issues pertaining to our ever-changing industry. We hope this

serves to be an informative resource, while providing helpful tips, networking events and

educational opportunities. Thank you for your continued support of Valley Hope Solutions - enjoy

the journey with us!
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Michael OIinger, a Kansas resident who served his country in the US Navy

from September 29, 1963 to September 29th 1967.  He was part of the Drum

and Bugle Corp and was honored to play the Death March for President
Kennedys Memorial Service.

Mike went to school in Millington; Tennessee Naval Training Center for Aviation
Electronics Technician
In 1964, Mike joined the crew of the USS PRINCETON LPH-  (An amphibious
assault carrier LPH and provided such functions as high-speed transport and a
launching platform for battalions of marines and their combat gear.) In an assault
area, these marines are embarked in helicopters and safely landed ashore. 
Mike moved up the ranks quickly and was placed in charge of repair 7; shop on
the hanger deck with responsibility for maintenance on the aviation fuels system.
 He operated four Westpac Cruises in the three years he was aboard the USS
PRINCETON LPH. Although most of Mike’s military time was spent off the coast
of Vietnam, he also spent time in Hawaii, Hong Kong, and Philippines. He
recollects the toughest times aboard were his service as a medivac and had the
sad job of unloading body bags and transporting the wounded to the sick bays.

http://www.valleyhopesolutions.com/


 The brighter side of war was they also transported supplies in country, rescued
down pilots, and gave R&R to tired soldiers.
 Mike is a sincere, and kind-hearted person, he believes that helping others is
what is important.  He has served his country proudly and though Mike has seen
a lot and persevered through some tough and trying times he continues to give
back to his community by helping people in recovery. 
Mike donated a new flag to our facility today, so we can proudly fly our flag in the
support of all the people that have served and continue serving those in our
community.  Thank you to Mike for your wonderful flag donation and your
continued caring for those in our community.
 

National News
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"IM DONE HIDING THIS": JASON KANDERPULLS OUT
OF MAYOR'S RACE, CITING PTSD AND DEPRESSION

Jason Kander, a former Army intelligence officer who is considered a rising star of the Democratic Party,
announced Tuesday that he was pulling out of the race for mayor of Kansas City, saying that he was
suffering from PTSD and depression from a stint in Afghanistan.

Kander, 37, made the announcement in a letter he posted online, saying that he was done “trying to outrun
depression and PTSD symptoms” that he traced back 11 years to a four-month tour in the Middle East.

“I’m done hiding this from myself and from the world,” Kander said. “When I wrote in my book that I was
lucky to not have PTSD, I was just trying to convince myself. And I wasn’t sharing the full picture. I still have
nightmares. I am depressed.”

Kander, Missouri’s former secretary of state, rose to national prominence with a quirky campaign ad in a bid
to unseat Sen. Roy Blunt (R) in 2016. According to The Post’s Ben Terris, “Kander was widely considered
the best Democratic recruit running for Senate.”...

Read More

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2018/10/02/im-done-hiding-this-rising-star-jason-kander-pulls-out-mayors-race-citing-ptsd-depression/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.f6c2a5085fc3
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WHY OPIOID DEPENDENCE VARIES SO
DRAMATICALLY ACROSS U.S. STATES

The opioid crisis is a national health emergency, but some states are hit harder than others.

California, Rhode Island, West Virginia, Kentucky and Florida suffer the most from opioid abuse, according
to Fair Health, a New York-based nonprofit market research firm that analyzed 26 billion privately-billed
medical and dental insurance claims from 2002 until 2017.

“Using that database, the national heat map represents opioid abuse and dependence [insurance] claim
lines as a percentage of total medical claim lines by state in 2017,” the researchers said. The darker colors
have the higher percentages of claims.

The firm mapped out how each state was affected by opioids, as well as the medical help residents
received, the total cost of those procedures, plus the age and socio-economic background of patients. West
Virginia had most opioid-related claims last year, according to the report...

Read More

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-unfortunate-thing-west-virginia-california-and-rhode-island-have-in-common-2018-10-01
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I DIDN'T WANT HEAVY PAINKILLERS AFTER
SURGERY - BUT MY HOSPITAL PUSHED OPIOIDS ON
ME ANYWAY.

This is a story about how the health care industry effectively forces patients into opioid use. I know, because
this recently almost happened to me. And it could have cost me my life. 

A few weeks ago, I had a major abdominal surgery. I have had two similar surgeries before, which taught
me how well I tolerated both pain — and painkillers. Pain, while uncomfortable, was not unbearable. Far
worse were the drugs, which caused uncontrollable nausea, dizziness, vomiting and overall malaise. That
was not something I was keen on dealing with again, least of all following a stomach surgery. Before my
procedure, I made sure to have these requests documented in my medical records.

That’s where the trouble started.

During the month before my surgery, every professional I met with did their utmost to assure me that this
time would be different. This time, they emphasized, I should expect the very worst in terms of pain. Time
and again, I gave them the same answer I had given in my initial consultation and had written in my medical
file: “I prefer not to use any heavy narcotics outside of the necessary anesthesia.” And time and again, I
was met with the same slack-jawed expression and incredulous response...

Read More

https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/voices/2018/10/03/opioid-use-hospital-health-care-column/1430473002/
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Valley Hope Solutions’ mission is to help with the quality of care for patients seeking mental and
behavioral health treatment, by providing billing and support services led by industry experts, so

healthcare providers can focus on the most important element of recovery: the patients.
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